Navy Addresses Problems with
Military Housing

From Commander, Navy Installations Command Public Affairs

T

he Navy is aggressively working to
address unresolved complaints
associated with housing, especially
those identified during the “100 percent
Sailor contact” and completion of
requested home visits.
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)
Adm. John M. Richardson, directed
command leadership Feb. 23 to contact
every Sailor residing in privatized or
government housing to ask about their
current living conditions and offer for
leadership to conduct a home visit.
“As we close out this initial surge in
contact and visitation, I want to thank
Navy leaders for reaching out to our
Sailors and their families, listening to
them, and addressing their housing
concerns,” Vice Adm. Mary Jackson,
Commander,
Navy
Installations
Command, said.
Based on town hall meetings and
home visits, common issues in
privatized family housing include
poor workmanship, lack of followup, inconsistent customer service,
addressing symptoms rather than the
root cause of problems, and minimal
or absent government oversight.
Immediate actions taken since Feb.
13 include increased Navy oversight
to hold public private venture (PPV)
partners accountable for timeliness
benchmarks, improved customer
service, efforts to address root causes
instead of symptoms, and more

thorough measurement of resident
satisfaction after service calls.
To speed up fixing the deficiencies,
the issues identified during Chain
of Command residence visits were
entered into existing trouble call
systems, as well as the enterprise
military housing data base. The Navy
also has direct access to the property
managers’ trouble call databases, and is
able to monitor trouble calls throughout
the housing enterprise.
Additionally, the Navy commissioned
an independent, third-party firm to
conduct a survey for Navy privatized
housing residents. This “out-of-cycle”
survey was directed by the Navy and
is different than past annual surveys
conducted on behalf of the companies.
Open and honest communication is
critical as the Navy works toward longterm, sustainable solutions. Sailors
and their families are encouraged
to use the current trouble ticket
processes and inform their installation
Housing Service Center and/or chain
of command if issues are not being
resolved.
“Any perceived or real indication of
retaliation or retribution associated
with a resident voicing a concern will
not be tolerated and will be immediately
investigated,” Jackson said.
Collectively and individually, the
Navy’s PPV partners are engaged
and are taking appropriate actions,
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such as hiring more people, adding
maintenance supervisors and oversight
personnel, and replacing personnel,
where needed.
The Navy oversees approximately
113,000 housing units worldwide,
which are divided into four categories:
privatized family housing (also known
as public private venture, or PPV
housing), government-operated family
housing, privatized unaccompanied
housing, and government-operated
unaccompanied housing.
Five partner companies operate more
than 39,000 PPV family housing units
throughout the U.S., including Hawaii.
As a result of the 100 percent contact
of Sailors directed by the CNO, 17%
of residents living in Navy privatized
family housing reported an issue with
their residence with 5% asking for a
home visit by their chain of command.
Of the families living in the
approximately 8,300 governmentoperated family housing units overseas,
7% reported an issue with their
residence and 2% asked for a home visit.
Two partner companies operate
approximately
6,000
privatized
unaccompanied housing units in San Diego
and Norfolk, Virginia. The Navy leadership
received a 14% request rate to visit PPV
unaccompanied housing. 2% of the
Sailors living in the approximately 63,000
government-operated unaccompanied
housing units, both overseas and stateside,
requested a leadership visit.
While the Navy has made great strides
in identifying and fixing residence
issues during this recent surge, it is
worth reiterating that Sailors and their
families may always request command
involvement to solve housing issues to
include Chain of Command visits, and
direct involvement from Installation
Commanding Officers and housing
personnel as needed.
For more information on Navy housing,
go to https://www.cnic.navy.mil/ffr/housing.
html
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Navy offers 10 tips to ease household goods moves
From NAVSUP Public Affairs

A

bout half of all Navy household
goods (HHG) moves occur
between May 15 and August 15,
with late June/early July being the
busiest. To make this year’s moving
season easier, the Navy is offering
10 tips members can use to ensure a
smooth move.
“Anyone in the Navy planning a move
this summer can greatly reduce the
chances for encountering frustration
before or during an upcoming move
by planning ahead.” said Naval
Supply Systems Command Navy HHG
Manager John Hilaman. “Sailors and
their families can use these 10 tips as
a simple checklist to making sure all
goes well.”
1. Bookmark key websites
a. https://www.navsup.navy.mil/
household
The Navy HHG customer website
contains information on basic
entitlements,
Defense
Personal
Property System (DPS) how-to
guides, movement of boats, weight
allowances,
overseas
country
instructions, and more.
b. www.move.mil - This is where
you will start your move application.
New users can create a user I.D. and
password. Make sure your contact
information in DPS includes current
email address, phone number, mailing
address, and delivery address. You
may want to consider using your
personal email and phone number
so you can always be reached. Find a
user guide for this site at: https://www.
navsup.navy.mil/public/navsup/hhg/
dps_guides/
c. www.facebook.com/navyhhg You
can also use FB Messenger
d. www.youtube.com/navyhhg
e. www.pinterest.com/navyhhg
2. Start early and be flexible.
The high volume of moves during
peak season drives a 4-6-week lead
time for scheduling moves. Schedule
your move as soon as you get orders.
Delay can cause difficulties in getting
your shipment booked. Finally, be
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prepared to accept alternate dates
and discuss options with your local
counseling office.
3. Use online training to help you
prepare If you have never moved or
it’s been a while, you may want to
attend one of the Navy HHG webinars.
During a live webinar, you will have
the opportunity to ask questions
specific to your move. Webinar
schedule and links to webinars can
be found on www.navsup.navy.mil/
household. Another option is to watch
a pre-recorded webinar online at your
convenience, https://www.navsup.navy.
mil/public/navsup/hhg/quick_links/hhg_
webinar_videos/
4. Gather supporting documents.
All supporting documents are
uploaded to DPS. Failure to upload
required documents can delay your
move. Be sure to include:
a. Orders
b. SIGNED DD Forms 1299 and 1797
(both required for all move requests
except PPMs)
c. Power of Attorney, if required.
d. Dependent entry approval –
required for certain overseas locations
5. Remember that your entitlement
comes first. Before the government
either moves your items or you
move yourself, there must first be an
entitlement. A funded, valid order
establishes entitlements. If there are
no orders, there is no entitlement.
6. Ensure maximum reimbursement

for your Personally Procured
Move (PPM). To ensure maximum
reimbursement for your PPM, you
should create an application in DPS
and receive signed documentation
(DD 2278) from your local Personal
Property Office. Without the DD-2278,
your reimbursement could be limited.
7. Know about pick-up and
delivery. After an application has
been awarded, you will receive an
email with the name and contact
information for the Transportation
Service Provider (TSP). The TSP will
conduct a pre-move survey no later
than three business days before your
requested move date. The survey
allows the TSP to establish a more
realistic weight estimate, determine
crew size needed for the job, plan on
materials needed for packing, and
plan on special equipment, if needed.
While on site for packing, the TSP may
re-pack items packed in a plastic tote
or original boxes. This is to allow the
TSP to properly inventory items and
ensure they are not damaged. Delivery
is arranged between the member and/
or member agent and the assigned TSP.
Understand that a service member
or their designated agent must be at
residence at all time during delivery.
8. Plan for your Professional Books,
Paper and Equipment (PBP&E or pro
gear). Every Sailor is authorized pro
gear each time they move. Active duty
members are limited to 2,000 pounds
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and spouses have a 500-pound limit.
Key points: MUST separate pro gear
from other household items; MUST
identify on inventory sheet by M-PRO
for military member and S-PRO for
spouse; spouse pro gear MUST be
pre-approved PRIOR to pack-out date
and pro gear is weighed separately.
The weight of pro gear does not count
against overall weight shipped.
If pro gear is not claimed during
counseling, it cannot be claimed
after the fact to reduce the weight of
the shipment when a Sailor exceeds
his or her maximum entitlement.
List of what is and is not pro gear
can be found at: https://www.navsup.
navy.mil/public/navsup/hhg/pov/
professional_gear/
9. Understand ahead of time the
process for submitting a claim for
loss or damages. It’s important to
know the process for submitting
a claim in the unlikely event it is
necessary. Submitting a claim is a
two-part process, which includes (1)
notification of loss/damage report;
and (2) the claim itself. The claim is
settled directly with the assigned TSP.
If the member is unable to settle with
the TSP, the member can transfer all
or part of the claim to the Military
Claims Office.
10. Tell us about your experience
The customer satisfaction survey is
a vital part of the move process and
ensures that only quality carriers
are contracted to ship service
members’ household goods. Your
input is an essential part of helping
your shipmates.
"Members should also note
the Navy HHG email address
householdgoods@navy.mil and the
NAVY HHG Customer Contact Center
(HHG-CCC) at 855-HHG-MOVE (855444-6683),” Hilaman said.
“I sincerely wish all of our
members a smooth move and
encourage them to use all resources
available to ensure their next move
goes well,” Hilaman added.

Navy Working Uniform Type III Quick Fit Guide
Optional Patches

Head Gear
•
•
•

8-Point cover is "Standard Head Gear"
(ACE 8-Point 1 OCT 2019).
Navy blue or coyote brown "Navy or
Command" ball cap is optional.
Worn squarely on head, parallel to the
deck above the ears and eyes.

•
•
•

t-shirt & undergear
•
•

Brown crewneck t-shirt. Collar should
fit comfortably around neck.
Thermal underwear authorized but
must not be visible when wearing

Warfare Insignia
•

Primary warfare insignia sewn centered
and flush atop top edge of the Service
tape. Secondary insignia may be sewn
centered and between primary insignia
and service tape at the top of the pocket
flap. Fabric strip will extend a 1/4 inch on
the left and right of the embroidery.
(DOUBLE STACKING OPTIONAL)

•

3" wide band covered by cuff with
fabric side out.
Falls approx. 2" above elbow

Rank insignia
•
•
•
•

•
•

Slip on embroidered (E-4 to O-10)
Muted gold (O-1 & O-4)
Silver (O-6)
Black (all others)

Blouse

Blouse worn squarely on shoulders
Length should fall between bottom of
crotch and no further than the middle
of the trouser cargo pocket flap

Trousers
•
•
•
•

Rolled Sleeves
•

Sleeve Length
•
•

Fully extended, cuffs fastened/
Should cover wrist bone but not
extended beyond first knuckle at base
of thumb

•

When not bloused, trouser leg length
shall not extend below bottom of boot
heel.

•

To determine correct size, parka fleece,
and NWU blouse should be worn/fitted
simultaneously

•

All buttons/closures fastened and
secured
Wash the uniform inside out

Worn squarely on waist with
1 1/4" cotton or nylon 1 3/4" rigger belt
E-1 to E-6 wear black belt
E-7 to O-10 wear khaki/COY brown belt

Trouser Length

Trouser Blousing
•

Blouse trousers using blousing straps.
When bloused, blousing should cover
top three rows of boot eyelets

Parka & Fleece

NWU Boots
•
•

Laces must be tied and tucked
into boots
Boots should be fitted in, and worn with
boot socks

Reversed American flag (worn on right
shoulder)
Don't Tread On Me flag (worn on left
shoulder
Command Patch can be worn in lieu of
DTOM

wash/care of the uniform
•
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JUST ADD
T

Story By Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Cody M. Deccio

wo opposing sides stare at each other, prepared to clash
in the middle when given the word. Adorned with
protective gear and prepared by years of training, each team
stands ready, confident their cohesion and perseverance will
take home the trophy.
A black-and-white striped referee, equipped with a helmet and
pair of ice skates, makes his way to the middle of the rink, ready
to serve the first puck of the game. With both teams in position,
the sound of the small black disk clinks against the ice. The game
begins. The Sailors engage.
Sailors assigned to the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz (CVN 68),
along with Sailors from various commands in Naval Region
Northwest, assemble on the weekends to form a Navy hockey
team, hoping that one day the Navy will endorse a national team
on the ice.
For Lt. Carolyn Ross, a native of Falls Church, Virginia, the
sport has been a resounding echo in her life since she was a
small child.
"My family went to our first hockey game as part of an office
outing for my dad and his coworkers," said Ross. "I loved how
spirited the fans were. After seeing a few big hits and a fight
break out, I was right there screaming, 'Rip him to shreds!'"
So far, the hockey team hosts players from all ranks, with
officers and enlisted playing side-by-side. This gives Sailors an
opportunity to strengthen their ties with each other and center
their activities around teamwork.

"I remember what it was like
when I was young and the only
girl playing on the boys' team,
and would see an older girl
in high school still playing
hockey with the boys, holding
her own."

"Out on the ice we're all just a team," said Aviation Boatswain's
Mate (Handling) Airman Ryan Azar, a native of Boston. "We have
blue shirts and khakis out there working together. We all want
the same thing: to win. We came together our last game and were
able to beat the Army."
The interaction that unfolds on the ice is so much more than
just a game — it's an opportunity to inspire, to grow and to show
the public the dedication and strength of our service members.
"I remember what it was like when I was young and the only
girl playing on the boys' team, and would see an older girl in high
school still playing hockey with the boys, holding her own," said
Ross. "I realized after one of my games with the Pacific Northwest
(PNW) Navy Team, when a little girl at the rink asked to take a
picture with me, that now I can be a source of inspiration for
young girls starting out in the sport. They can continue to
compete with the girls or boys all the way to adulthood."
Looking to the future, Sailors like Ross who feel passionately
about the sport are trying to push their team into a greater
spotlight, gathering support and voicing their opinion.
"I hope that the great success and support the PNW Navy Team
received at our Army-Navy game does not go unnoticed," said
Ross. "Hopefully it will motivate the decision to begin fielding an
all-Navy hockey team within the next two years.
"All-Navy teams promote physical fitness and allow service
members to train and compete at a national level while
continuing their military service," she added. "While all-Navy
teams already represent many sports such as bowling, cross
country and golf, hockey could uniquely round out their lineup
as one of the most exhilarating and fiercely competitive sports
with some of the most passionate fans. Additionally, Army has
already formed a national hockey team, so the Navy needs to
field a team to challenge them."

Asian-American Pacific Islander Heritage Month
Story By Mass Communication Special 2nd Class Brittney Kinsey

T

he history of Asian-American and Pacific Islanders'
service to the United States stretches back to the
19th century, beginning with the U.S. Navy's presence
in East Asia in the 1830s. Its mission was to protect U.S.
interests during maritime trading wars. Many American
ships that patrolled the region included sailors of
Chinese descent who protected American vessels and
diplomats in the region.
Corporal Joseph Pierce, a soldier in the Union
Army who fought in both the Battle of Antietam and
Gettysburg as a member of the 14th Connecticut
Infantry, was one of the more than 50 ChineseAmericans who enlisted during the American Civil
War. The tradition of service continued into the 20th
century as the United States expanded as a global
power on the world stage.
Fire Controlman Second Class Telesforo Trinidad
of Filipino descent, became the first Asian-American
to receive the Medal of Honor after rescuing two
shipmates when an explosion occurred aboard the
armored cruiser USS San Diego (ACR 6) in 1915. Risking
his own life, Trinidad entered a smoke-filled fireroom
and carried Sailors to safety before sustaining injuries
from an explosion of the No. 3 boiler.
"For extraordinary heroism in the line of his
profession at the time of the boiler explosion on board
the U.S.S. San Diego, 21 January 1915. Trinidad
was driven out of fireroom No. 2 by the explosion,
but at once returned and picked up R.E. Daly,
fireman, second class, whom he saw to be injured,
and proceeded to bring him out. While coming into

No.4 fireroom, Trinidad was just in time to catch the
explosion in No. 3 fireroom, but without consideration
for his own safety, passed Daly on and then assisted
in rescuing another injured man from No. 3 fireroom.
Trinidad was himself burned about the face by the
blast from the explosion in No. 3 fireroom." -Medal of
Honor Citation
In the years since, 31 service members of AsianAmerican and Pacific Islander descent have received
Medals of Honor.
Many
Asian-Americans
also
distinguished
themselves during World War II. One of the more
than 200,000 Chinese-Americans to join was Cmdr.
Gordon Chung-hoon. A Naval Academy graduate,
Chung-hoon commanded the USS Sigsbee (DDG- 502),
and received the Navy Cross for his leadership during
a kamikaze attack aboard the destroyer in April 1945.
"Although his ship suffered major damage when
struck by an enemy plane and all power was lost,
Commander Chung-Hoon coolly carried out defensive
maneuvers and directed his anti-aircraft batteries
in delivering prolonged and effective fire against
the continued heavy enemy air attack. Afterwards,
he supervised damage-control procedures which
resulted in his ship being made sea-worthy for a
safe return to port under its own restored power.
Commander Chung-Hoon's gallant fighting spirit,
courage and unwavering devotion to duty were in
keeping with the highest traditions of the United
States Naval Service." -Navy Cross Citation
In 2009, the guided missile destroyer USS Chung-

Hoon (DDG 93) was named in his honor.
Through the Navy's female reserve program, AsianAmerican women also supported the war effort,
mainly as linguists and nurses. Lt. Susan Ahn Cuddy
blazed a trail when she became one of the first AsianAmerican women to join the Navy alongside her
brothers in 1942. The daughter of Korean immigrants,
Cuddy would go on to become a code breaker and the
first female Navy gunnery officer.
To recognize the decorated history of Asian-American
and Pacific Islander service members several attempts
were made to create a formal celebration before efforts
to introduce a joint resolution was successful.
Asian-American and Pacific Islander observations
began as an annual week-long celebration after
President Jimmy Carter signed a Joint Resolution in
October 1978. Lawmakers chose May to commemorate
the journey of the first Japanese immigrants to
America and honor the work of thousands of Chinese
immigrants who completed the transcontinental
railroad in May 1869. President George H.W. Bush
signed a bill into law proclaiming May as Asian Pacific
American Heritage Month (APAHM) in 1992.
More than 25 years later, the United States Navy
continues to honor the achievements and contributions
of Asian-Americans and Pacific Islanders to the United
States. Today, more than 23,000 Asian-American and
Pacific Islander Sailors serve our Navy team. These
Sailors represent more than 56 ethnic groups, speak more
than 100 languages from Asia and the Pacific Islands,
and maintain a legacy of service and sacrifice.

“When we recognize and capitalize on the strength that
diversity brings to the Navy, we are better able to develop
new ideas and reach out to partners in the world.”

- Admiral Harry B. Harris Jr.
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